Extension of the Surface Organometallic Chemistry to Metal-Organic Framework: development of well-defined single site [(≡Zr-O-)W(=O)(CH₂tBu)₃] olefin metathesis catalyst.
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ABSTRACT: We report here the first step by step anchoring of a W≡CtBu(CH₂tBu)₃ complex on a highly crystalline and mesoporous MOF, namely Zr-NU-1000, using Surface organometallic Chemistry (SOMC) concept and methodology. SOMC allowed us to selectively graft the complex on the Zr₆ clusters and characterize the obtained single site material by using state of the art experimental methods including extensive solid-state NMR techniques and HAADF-STEM imaging. Further FT-IR spectroscopy revealed the presence of a W=O moiety arising from the in situ reaction of the W≡CtBu functionality with the coordinated water coming from the 8-connected hexanuclear Zr₆ clusters. All the steps leading to the final grafted molecular complex have been identified by DFT. The obtained material was tested for gas phase and liquid phase olefin metathesis and exhibited higher catalytic activity than the corresponding catalysts synthesized by different grafting methods. This contribution establishes the importance of applying SOMC to MOF chemistry to get well defined single site catalyst on MOF inorganic secondary building units, in particular the in situ synthesis of W=O alkyl complexes from their W carbyne analogues.

INTRODUCTION

Metal Organic Frameworks (MOFs)¹–³, a burgeoning class of porous functional solid-state materials built with metal-based nodes (metal ions or clusters) linked by poly-topic organic ligands, are of unrivaled scientific interest in both academia and industry.³ Undoubtedly, the modularity of these hybrid crystalline materials (e.g., structural and compositional diversity, tunable functionality, high surface area, adjustable pore system, etc.) renders them ideal for a wide range of application including gas storage⁴–⁶ and separation⁹–¹¹, selective smart sensing¹²–¹⁴, ion¹⁵–¹⁷ and electron¹⁸–²⁰ conductions, drug delivery²¹–²³ and catalysis²⁴–²⁷. Specifically for catalysis, MOFs are gaining traction as very well defined supports for organometallic heterogeneous catalysis and photocatalysis.²⁸,²⁹ Different strategies have emerged for the incorporation of organometallic complexes inside MOFs pores, namely through functionalized linker, unsaturated metal nodes or by simple chemisorption.²⁶

Although classical heterogeneous catalysis is the backbone of today’s chemical, environmental and energy industries, it still suffers from a number of disadvantages.³⁰ Indeed, the discovery of new heterogeneous catalysts, depends significantly on trial and error strategy, rather than on a true conceptual approach. A typical example is the well-known Haber-Bosh process for ammonia synthesis which required a long pipeline of several experimental steps.³¹,³² Olefin metathesis, also
widely used in industry, was discovered in heterogeneous catalysis via the same type of trial and error approach.\textsuperscript{33} Progressively the understanding of this reaction (coordination sphere, mechanism) came from the successful move towards well defined homogenous catalysts. Intimate mechanistic details and highly efficient catalysts for olefin metathesis are suffering from a relatively ill-defined material.\textsuperscript{38,39} To the best of our knowledge, there are a limited number of “single site” heterogeneous metathesis catalysts.\textsuperscript{40,41} Therefore the rational design and development of single site heterogeneous catalysts in olefin metathesis still needs to be achieved.\textsuperscript{38}

Little progress have been made in “predictive heterogeneous catalysis” based on a reliable structure-catalytic activity relationship.\textsuperscript{42} However, a first step was achieved by transposing the concepts of molecular chemistry to surfaces namely by development of Surface Organometallic Chemistry (SOMC).\textsuperscript{43–45} After two decades of comprehensive research in SOMC, several relatively well defined active sites or surface organometallic fragment (SOMF) or surface coordination fragments (SCF) were prepared on classical silica, silica-alumina, alumina and magnesia.\textsuperscript{41} Some of these SOMF or SCF were found to be reaction intermediates in catalysis.\textsuperscript{46} By applying these simple concepts several new reactions were discovered and existing ones were improved.\textsuperscript{47–49}

The key point of the SOMC strategy is to enter the catalytic cycle of a given reaction by a suitable pre-defined Surface Organometallic Fragment (SOMF) or a surface coordination fragment (SCF).\textsuperscript{41,50} In the SOMC strategy, the supported complex should contain in fact moieties that are selected based on the proposed mechanism derived from well-established elementary steps in molecular chemistry. In the case of olefin metathesis for example, it has been established that the active site is a carbene (W=C, Mo=C or Ru=C), therefore the target for the grafted complex is a carbene or another structure that can be easily activated to give a carbene. This strategy has been mainly limited to amorphous and non-crystalline silica, silica-alumina, alumina and magnesia, consequently the well-defined character of these single sites is not perfect because the surface of the solid is often ill-defined in the 2D dimension. Recent reports showed that Metal Organic Frameworks (MOFs) are undoubtedly one of the most appealing supports,\textsuperscript{51–53} ready-made to improve the single site character of the catalysts. Due to their exceptional crystallinity, porosity and surface area,\textsuperscript{54} one can precisely tune the pore size and suitably incorporate a given organometallic complex inside with the desired functionality.\textsuperscript{55} Previous tentative of using SOMF to generate well defined single site on MOFs nodes have been hindered by the lack of understanding on the interaction of the MOF supports with the organometallic complexes.\textsuperscript{56,57} Precisely direct functionalization of the 12-connected hexanuclear clusters on the UiO type MOFs, via their \textmu{}\textsubscript{3}-OH cornerstone, with d\textsuperscript{4} transition metal resulted mainly in non-active catalysts. However, more recent works have demonstrated that the same type of MOFs with extended pore size can be functionalized to generate highly active catalyst for different reactions including hydroboration and hydroamination.\textsuperscript{58}

Additionally, in the last decade, considerable efforts devoted toward the development of stable mesoporous MOF structures have permitted the synthesis of zirconium based MOFs, with tetra-coordinated linkers\textsuperscript{59} among others. One reason of this extreme stability is the strong (\textnu{}=\textsubscript{2}-\textsubscript{4}) bond between Zr and the carboxylate ligand, whereas the mesoporosity is explained by the underlying net and the tetra-coordination of the linker providing large channels. Interestingly those Zr or Hf based MOFs markedly present terminal metal aqua and metal hydroxy bonds accessible for the grafting of organometallic complexes in addition to the \textnu{}\textsubscript{1}-OH present in the case of the 12-connected hexanuclear clusters.\textsuperscript{60} The corresponding grafted MOFs have been used for a wide range of catalytic reactions such as ethylene oligomerization with the triposal (≡H=O\textsubscript{3})Zr(\textCH\textsubscript{2}Ph). Here each of the 3 different types of Hf-OH (one terminal HF-OH, one Hf-OH; and one Hf\textmu{}\textsubscript{3}-OH) are used to coordinate the Zr(\textCH\textsubscript{2}Ph\textsubscript{4}) with evolution of around 3 moles of toluene.\textsuperscript{61} But the use of MOF as support for olefin metathesis catalysts is still at its early stage,\textsuperscript{62–68} and to the best of our knowledge, no tungsten organometallic complex active for olefin metathesis has been grafted on MOFs via a Zr-O-W type of covalent bonding.

In the present study, we demonstrate that SOMC can be extended to MOF in the field of olefin metathesis. The organometallic compound has been selected by its strategic function (SOMF) in olefin metathesis. Precisely, W(=C\textsubscript{2}Bu\textsubscript{5})(CH\textsubscript{2}Bu\textsubscript{4}) was selected because it is a well-known precursor for olefin metathesis.\textsuperscript{69,70} Zr-NU-1000 was chosen as the MOF support, given its mesoporosity and accessible Zr aqua/hydroxo bond.\textsuperscript{49,71,72} Zr-NU-1000 was fully functionalized and the obtained material was fully characterized. Strikingly, the FT-IR study revealed the formation of a W=O after grafting while the solid-state NMR and elemental analysis study confirmed the presence of a tri-neopentyl ligand around the W center. Furthermore, we performed DFT cluster calculations to understand the formation mechanism of the catalyst and periodic ab-initio simulations to probe the location of the catalytic complex inside the Zr-NU-1000 pores. Interestingly, the first-principle simulation show the grafted complexes are found to be preferentially localized in the small pores rather than in the hexagonal channels of the MOF. Remarkably, the grafted material is active in propylene metathesis reaching 250 turn over number (TON) after 16h in a flow mode even with the relatively bulky environment around the active site.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Microcrystalline Zr-NU-1000 1 was synthetized according to a reported protocol,\textsuperscript{65} thermally activated at 150°C under vacuum for 24 hours and then kept in an Argon filled glove box for future use. In a typical grafting procedure, crystalline powder of 1 was gently grinded with an excess of W(=C\textsubscript{2}Bu\textsubscript{5})(CH\textsubscript{2}Bu\textsubscript{4}), 2 inside a glovebox. The resulting powder was put in a Schlenk tube which is evacuated under vacuum (<10\textsuperscript{5} Torr), before being heated at 80°C for 24h under static vacuum. Volatile compounds were trapped under liquid nitrogen in a large reactor of 6L to quantify the neopentane (NpH) evolved. The system was then washed several times with an excess of degassed and dried pentane to remove any remaining non grafted W complex. Finally, the obtained orange powder according to a reported protocol,\textsuperscript{75} was degassed and dried at 80°C for 24h and then fully characterized. The presence of W in 3 was quantified using ICP–atomic emission spectroscopy. The ratio W/Zr\textsubscript{r} was found to vary between 0.5 and 1. This means that experimentally for each Zr\textsubscript{r} cluster, as depicted in Figure 1, we have on average at most one complex grafted (as confirmed later by DFT). This ratio could not be further increased by varying both the reaction time and the initial molar ratio of W/Zr\textsubscript{r} (Supporting information Table S2). The grafting is therefore only partial, assuming the immobilization on the surface occurs by protonolysis of one Np/ Zr\textsubscript{r}. The partial grafting was further confirmed by FT-IR spectroscopy. Indeed, in the spectrum of 3, the intensity of the band at 3674 cm\textsuperscript{-1} assigned to Zr-OH \textsuperscript{76} significantly decreases with the W loading (Supporting information Figure S5).

Additionally, new bands centered at 2954 cm\textsuperscript{-1} and 896 cm\textsuperscript{-1} appeared and can be assigned respectively to the ν(CH) of the neopentyl ligand bonded to W and a ν(W=O) frequency.\textsuperscript{77,78} For
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each grafted material the gas phase analysis indicates the evolution of around 1±0.2 equivalent of NpH per grafted W which is, based on our elemental analysis data, coherent with ca. 3Np like ligands remaining around the W (Figure 2, a and b).

Moreover, tungsten is uniformly dispersed in the Zr-NU-1000-W 3 as evidenced by SEM/EDS mapping (Supporting information Figures S8-S10). Next, the powder X-ray diffraction pattern (PXRD) of the Zr-NU-1000-W 3 indicates that the MOF material retains its crystallinity after grafting of W(≡CtBu)(CHtBu)3, 2 (Figure 2c). Furthermore, the nitrogen adsorption isotherms revealed that the mesoporosity of 3 is maintained (Figure 2d) but with a decrease of the surface area from 2102 m²/g to 1607 m²/g as well as the pore volume from 1.5 to 1.2 cm³/g (Figure 2e).

Figure 1: Scheme of the grafting mechanism: synthesis of supported 3 from 1 and 2.
Figure 2: a) Experimental values for 1 and for 3 compared to the theoretical ones for 3Np/W as depicted in Figure 1, b): IR spectra of 1 (red), 3 (blue), indicating consumption of the Zr-OH bond with the loading of 2 on 1 and the appearance of the v(CH) of the neopentyl ligands and the difference 3-1 showing the appearance of the W=O bond at 896 cm$^{-1}$, c): Powder X-Ray diffraction of 1 and 3 compared to the calculated PXRD from the single crystal data indicating that the framework remains crystalline after grafting, d): Nitrogen adsorption curves at 77K for 1 and 3 indicating reduction of the surface area after grafting of 2 on 1, e): DFT pore size distribution for the initial 1 and grafted 3 calculated from the Nitrogen isotherm at 77K.
We used high-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) in combination with energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) to probe the locations of the tungsten species in Zr-NU-1000. 79,80 Elemental mapping by EDS could only be performed at a relatively lower magnification, the results of which show that both Zr and W are distributed throughout the entire Zr-NU-1000 crystal (Figure 3a). Interestingly, we find that the distribution of W is well aligned along with the crystal lattice of Zr-NU-1000 by superimposing the map of W on the HAADF-STEM image (Figure 3a). This observation is in agreement with our expectation that W complexes are specifically grafted on the Zr sites of Zr-NU-1000, where the Zr clusters are located.

To further confirm the site-specific anchoring of W, we acquired high-resolution HAADF-STEM images for Zr-NU-1000-W along the [001] and [100] directions, using a low-dose technique (see supporting information for the detailed imaging conditions). The primary hexagonal channels and the smaller trigonal channels are clearly identified in the [001] image (Figure 3b), and the characteristic structural features of Zr-NU-1000 are also recognizable in the [100] image (Figure 3c), indicating the preservation of the MOF structure under our imaging conditions.

Notably, in both images, some lattice sites show apparently stronger contrast (they appear as abnormally bright dots as labelled by yellow circles in the image) than the rest of the sites. Given that HAADF-STEM is highly sensitive to variations in the atomic number Z, the observed abnormally bright dots can be assigned to single-atom W species. These observations provide further evidence that W species are specifically grafted on the Zr clusters, because the bright dots always coincide with the lattice sites of Zr-NU-1000, where the Zr clusters are located.

Unfortunately, the resolution of our HAADF-STEM images (~ 0.7 nm) is insufficient to separate W from the Zr clusters (or resolve individual Zr atoms within each cluster) that are about 0.32 nm apart from each other, and therefore they cannot allow us to differentiate the two possible structural models presented in supporting information Figure S29. Interestingly, the HAADF-STEM results imply that W is not anchored on every single available Zr cluster (partial grafting for Zr-NU-1000-W-5.6%, Supporting Information Table S3), because otherwise obviously different contrast between different lattice sites would not be observed.

To further analyze the coordination sphere of the grafted tungsten complex, various solid-state NMR experiments were performed.

The 1H magic-angle spinning (MAS) solid-state NMR spectrum of 3 exhibits resonance in the aromatic region 8.1-9.1 ppm, assigned to the protons coming from the MOF linker similarly to the parent 1 (Supporting information Figure S15). There is also a small shoulder at 3.8 ppm attributed to the remaining Zr-OH. Additionally, the spectrum of 3 displays two intense peaks centered at 0.6 and 1.4 ppm. The first one at 0.6 ppm auto-correlates in the double-quantum dimension (DQ) only (1.2 ppm in the diagonal) while the second one auto-correlates in both double and triple quantum (TQ) (2.8 and 4.2 ppm respectively) (Figure 4 a, b and c). Therefore, the strong peak at 1.4 ppm can be assigned to the CH3 and the peak at 0.6ppm to the CH2 of the neopentyl groups. An extra signal at -0.3 ppm was also observed and could be attributed to a bridging OH interacting both with W and Zr (Zr-OH-W). 81

The 13C cross-polarization magic angle spinning (CP/MAS) NMR spectrum of 3 shows three new peaks compared to the spectrum of 1, at 31 ppm and 41 ppm for respectively CH3 and C-(CH3)3 of the neopentyl group and a peak at around 102 ppm that could be assigned to the carbon directly linked to the metal center W-CH2 (Figure 4). Those carbon correlated respectively with the proton peaks at 0.6 ppm and 1.4 ppm as indicated in the 2D 1H-13C heteronuclear correlation (HETCOR) NMR spectrum. The carbon peak at 31 ppm is coherent with what has been reported on silica and for the spectra of the homogeneous complex. 40 While for C-(CH3)3 and W-CH2 both peaks are shifted by about 8 to 10ppm compared to the initial complex (Supporting information Figure S13) and what have been reported on silica support (41 and 102 ppm vs 52 and 95 ppm.), confirming the different interaction of the W complex with the MOF support. 40 We also noticed the absence of any carbene or carbyne peak which should be at around 240 ppm and 318 ppm respectively. But this is also observed for silica and silica alumina when the complex W≡C(Bu)(CH3)2Bu is not enriched with 13C before grafting. 78 Therefore, to obtain higher quality of the 13C NMR spectra, the complex 2*, 13C labeled on the carbons attached directly to W, was prepared according to a reported procedure and grafted on 1. 82 The 1H and 13C solid-state NMR spectrum of 3* are similar to the ones obtained for 3, no extra peak was observed in the carbene or carbyne region (Supporting information Figure S17). The fundamental difference compared to the grafting of 2* on silica or silica alumina is obvious, where a new strong peak at 318 ppm is observed and attributed to W=C resonance frequency. 78

To explain this striking difference between the MOF support and amorphous silica, we suspected the role of coordinated water molecule close to the isolated Zr-OH. Indeed, Schrock et al. reported the reaction of the W≡C(Bu)(CH3)2Bu, with water. 83 They showed that water could transfer hydrogen to the W≡C resulting in a W=O and a W-CH2 bond leaving the oxidation state of W unchanged and giving very stable species similarly to the one obtained for 2 in presence of water ([≡Zr-O-]W≡O)(CH3)2Bu). 83 Furthermore, 1H MAS and 13C CP MAS NMR data are in full agreement with the formation of monopodal species similar to the silica counterpart reported in the literature. 84 Indeed, the coordination environment of 3 is very close to the supported species obtained by grafting of W(≡C(O)(CH3)2Bu) on silica dehydroxylated at 200 °C which is stable toward the protonolysis reaction by adjacent silanols. 85
Figure 3: STEM characterization of Zr-NU-1000-W. a HAADF-STEM image (left) and the corresponding EDS elemental maps (the element type is labeled at the upper right corners) of Zr-NU-1000-W. b and c, High-resolution HAADF-STEM images of Zr-NU-1000-W acquired along the [001] zone axis (b) and [100] zone axis (c). The raw image is shown in the left panel, and single-atom W species are labelled by yellow circles in the right panel.
Figure 4: a) One-dimensional (1D) $^1$H MAS solid-state NMR spectrum of 3 acquired at 600 MHz with a MAS frequency of 20 kHz, a repetition delay of 5 s, and 32 scans. b) Two-dimensional (2D) $^1$H−$^1$H double-quantum (DQ)/single-quantum (SQ) and c) $^1$H−$^1$H triple-quantum (TQ)/SQ NMR spectra of 3 (both acquired with 32 scans per t1 increment, a repetition delay of 5 s, and 128 individual t1 increments). d) $^{13}$C CP/MAS NMR spectrum of 3 (acquired at 9.4 T ($\nu_0$ (1H) = 400 MHz) with a MAS frequency of 14 kHz, 10 000 scans, a repetition delay of 4 s, and a contact time of 2ms). e) 2D $^1$H−$^{13}$C CP/MAS dipolar HETCOR spectrum of 3 (acquired at 9.4 T with a MAS frequency of 14 kHz, 3000 scans per t1 increment, a repetition delay of 4 s, 64 individual t1 increments, and a contact time of typically 0.2ms)
In order to gain more information on the grafting process and on the possible localization of the W-complex within the Zr-NU-1000-W framework, we performed DFT calculations using cluster and periodic models. Consistently with literature, the reactivity involved in the grafting of the W-complex to the Zr₆ node was modeled using a truncated cluster extracted from the X-ray structure. The model we adopted for the MOF consists of a neutral cluster formed by one Zr₆ node, described with the so-called mixed proton topology, [Zr₆(μ₄-OH)₃(μ₃-OH₁)(μ₃-OH₂)]⁶⁺, decorated with eight benzoate groups mimicking the organic linkers (Figure 5a). To preserve the MOF structure the C and O atoms of the benzoate groups were frozen to the X-ray position throughout all the reactivity calculations. The grafting starts with adsorption of W(C₂Bu)(CH₃₂Bu), 2, to the cluster representing 1, yielding intermediate W1, through interaction between the W atom and the O atom of a dangling OH group of the Zr₆ node. This step is slightly exergonic, by -3.7 kcal/mol, at the expense of a hydrogen bond between the dangling OH and a nearby H₂O (Figure 5b).

The grafting continues with a proton transfer from one Zr-coordinated H₂O molecule to one of the neopentyl groups bound to the W center, resulting in the formation of intermediate W2, presenting two Zr-OH bonds, and liberation of a neopentane molecule (Figure 6a). This highly exergonic step (-42.5 kcal/mol for W2) occurs via transition state W1-2, and a free energy barrier of 27.3 kcal/mol (Figure 7). For the sake of completeness, we also tried to transfer the proton to the W=C₂Bu moiety, but the corresponding TS is located ~8.2 kcal/mol higher than W1-2 attributed to the bulkiness and rigidity of the alkenyl group (Supporting information Figure S25). Similarly, the bulkiness of 2 also prevented us to find a reasonable transition state involving the more acidic Zr-μ₃-OH proton⁶⁺ (Supporting information Figure S26). Intermediate W2 is the bifurcation point for two alternative mechanisms. One of them involving a proton transfer from one of the Zr-bound OH groups to the carbony moiety, pathway A, the other involving transfer of the same proton to one of the neopentyl moieties, pathway B (see Figure 6b).

Along pathway A the proton transfer from one of the Zr-OH groups to the carbony moiety of W2 leads to the W-C carbene species W3A via transition state W2-3A and a free energy barrier of 16.6 kcal/mol (Figure 7). Intermediate W3A is located 9.6 kcal/mol below W2. Another proton transfer from the remaining Zr-OH bond of W3A to the carbene moiety leads to the trialkylated W-oxo intermediate W4A via transition state W3A-4A and a free energy barrier of 26.2 kcal/mol. The experimentally proposed W4A product is predicted to be at -67.3 kcal/mol, bearing delocalized W-oxo bonds. Alternatively, along pathway B the proton transfer from one of the Zr-OH groups of W2 occurs to one of the neopentyl groups, leading to intermediate W3B with liberation of a neopentane molecule, via transition state W2-3B and a free energy barrier of 17.9 kcal/mol (Figure 7). The resulting intermediate W3B is located at -74.5 kcal/mol. Pathway B is completed by another proton transfer from the remaining Zr-OH bond of W3B to the carbony moiety, via transition state W3B-4B and a free energy barrier of 23.2 kcal/mol (Figure 7), resulting in the formation of the monoalkylated W-carbene complex W4B laying at -101.5 kcal/mol. In addition, a third pathway, pathway C (see Figure 6c) can lead to the direct formation of monoalkylated W-carbene complex W4B through transition state W3A-4B with a free energy barrier of 19.9 kcal/mol (Figure 7).

Comparison of all three pathways as presented in Figure 7 indicates that pathway A leading to the experimentally characterized species W4A, is slightly favored over pathway B, as transition state W2-3A is favored by 1.3 kcal/mol over transition state W2-3B. Considering the small energy difference between the two transition states, we calculated it using other computational approaches (Supporting Information, Table S7). While the exact value clearly depends on the specific computational protocol, we found that the energy difference between transition state W2-3A and W2-3B, is in the range between -1.4 and +1.3 kcal/mol. Nevertheless, these small energy differences indicate competition between the two pathways, and it cannot be excluded that both intermediates W3A and W3B are formed. Calculations highlight that formation of W4B is thermodynamically favored over formation of W4A (by 34.1 kcal/mol) via transition state W3A-4B (Figure 6b) having 6.3 kcal/mol lower barrier than W3A-4A. This indicates the formation of W4B is also kinetically driven since pathway C also connects to W4B as the most favorable route. Further protonation of W4B to produce bis-alkyl species W4C (Supporting information Figure S26) gives rise to a thermodynamically less stable product by 10.0 kcal/mol. Finally, analysis of the overall reaction profiles indicate that the rate determining step is the initial proton transfer from the Zr₆ to the adsorbed W-complex, with a barrier of 27.3 kcal/mol, consistent with a reaction occurring at 80 °C over a period of 24h.
Investigation of reactivity was completed by the calculation of the $^{13}$C NMR chemical shifts of the C atoms of the W-complexes in the W4A and W4B products using DFT methods (Computational Details in supporting information). The predicted chemical shifts for the C(CH$_3$)$_3$, W-CH$_3$ and CH$_3$ atoms of W4A, 45, 82 and 37 ppm, respectively, correlate well with the three experimental peaks of 3 at 41, 102 and 31 ppm, respectively. Conversely, it is difficult to correlate the predicted chemical shifts for the C(CH$_3$)$_3$, W-CH$_3$, W-CH$_2$ and CH$_3$ atoms of W4B, 46, 261, 58 and 34 ppm with the experimental values, which further implies the preferential formation of W4A during grafting.

Additional DFT calculations suggest that W4B can interconvert into a slightly more stable (by around 5.0 kcal/mol) W-H species preserving the oxidation state of W albeit transforming carbene into metal hydride species (Supporting information Figure S27). Thus, the viability of a dormant W-H species before the carbene formation but during the grafting process was also examined by considering the Np insertion into the carbene bond of intermediate W3A. However, the predicted free energy for the associated complex W3A_insert (Supporting information Figure S27) was 7.7 kcal/mol less stable driving the reaction backward to W3A to channel into W4B. Moreover, subsequent formation of W4A_insert from W3A_insert is still not favored over W4B by a free energy difference of 22.8 kcal/mol.

By and large, possible reaction mechanisms examined herein indicate that W4B is the only likely product under ideal conditions. However, the absence of W=CH chemical shift in the experimental NMR analysis might suggest further reaction of W4B through an intramolecular alkyl insertion mechanism as presented in Supporting information. Overall, any complications regarding the experimental conditions or the equilibrium towards the W-H species can lead to a complex with saturated W-C bonds consistent with NMR analysis. Further studies are ongoing to better understand the experimental selectivity for the apparently metastable W4A species after grafting.

Regarding the possible localization of the grafted W-complex within the MOF framework, we performed DFT calculations using a periodic model of Zr-NU-1000 (Supporting information Figure S28). The 8-connected Zr$_6$ clusters provide different possible grafting sites pointing toward large or small cavities. Since the surfaces of the Zr$_6$ nodes facing the large (31 Å) and small (10 Å) channels have similar surface functionalities, the energy difference between W-complexes grafted in different locations is mainly determined by interactions of the W(C=CBu)(CH$_2$Bu)$_3$ with the pore and by the strain induced on the MOF structure to accommodate the W-complex. Consequently, we compared the grafting energy of W(C=CBu)(CH$_2$Bu)$_3$ inside the small and large pores, which is the binding energy (E$_b$) of the resulted W moiety in W4A or W4B fashion, using:

$$ E_b = E[W@NU1000] + E[NpH] - E[NU1000] - E[W]; $$

where $E[W@NU1000]$, $E[NU1000]$, $E[W]$ and $E[NpH]$ are the DFT computed energies for the W-grafted structure (W4A/W4B), pristine Zr-NU-1000 unit cell, the initial W(C=CBu)(CH$_2$Bu)$_3$ complex and neopentane molecules released.

At 0 K and at a grafting temperature of 80°C, the optimized geometries of the MOF with the grafted species as W4A in small and large pores of a unit cell are shown in the Supporting Information (Figures S29 and S33). No clear deformation is observed for both grafting modes. Inspection of the two structures, shown in different crystallographic directions highlights that the resulting W complex is essentially pointing in the [001] direction when grafted in the small cavity, whereas it is pointing in the [110] direction when grafted in the large cavity. The DFT-D3 calculated grafting electronic energy for W4A species inside the small cavity is of -90.1 kcal/mol, while it is -72.6 kcal/mol for the large one, indicating a greater stability of grafting the complex in the small pore, by around 17.5 kcal/mol. This 17.5 kcal/mol difference can be partitioned into a DFT term of 6.9 kcal/mol and a D3 term of 10.6 kcal/mol, indicating favorable dispersive interactions between the organic node linkers and the W-complex in the small cavity. Zero point energy and thermal corrections reduce this difference to 14.0 kcal/mol, still indicating a selectivity for the small pore also in terms of free energies. Further, due to steric hindrance we were able to graft only one W-complex in the small cavities (see Figure S30), which is in agreement with the experimental results of a maximum of 1W/node (Supporting Information Table S2). The DFT calculations also suggest that once one complex is grafted in the small pore, it is more favorable for the next complex to be grafted in the next neighboring small pore rather than in the site of the same Zr$_6$ node pointing in the larger cavity, with a difference of energy as large as 16.6 kcal mol$^{-1}$ (Supporting Information Figures S31 and S33). Similar trends were observed when we consider the grafting resulting in the W4B species. Therefore, W(C=CBu)(CH$_2$Bu)$_3$ anchoring on Zr-NU-1000 crystal seems to result in W-grafted species mainly localized in the small pore.
Figure 6: a) Neopentane release and formation of the bifurcation intermediate W2. b) Carbyne protonation (Pathway A) or second neopentane release (Pathway B), and alternative second neopentane release via W3A-4B (Pathway C).

Figure 7. Overview of reaction free energies along the reaction coordinate with cluster model DFT calculations.
Figure 8: Catalytic performances of 3 in propene metathesis (35mg, 80°C, 20 mL·min⁻¹): a) black: conversion vs. time and blue: cumulated TON vs. time. b) Selectivity toward ethylene and butenes

Next, the activity of the well-defined single site [(≡Zr-O-)W(=O)(CH₂Bu)₃] 3 was established for propylene metathesis. In a batch reactor of a known volume, 630 equivalents of propylene are converted at 80°C into a thermodynamic mixtures of propylene, ethylene and 2-butene with evolution of one equivalent of neopentane per W center. This evolution of one mole of neopentane, during the reaction of 3 with propylene, is coherent with the formation of the active W carbene sites necessary for the olefin metathesis to occur according to the Chauvin mechanism. With a bulky trisneopentyl ligand, coordination of an olefin is known to favor Hydrogen transfer from the α-H to the adjacent neopentyl with elimination of neopentane and formation in situ of a neopentylidene which initiates metathesis.

The activity of 3 was further probed using a dynamic differential flow reactor. Around 250 accumulated turns over numbers (TON) are achieved after 16h at 80°C. Nevertheless, with the achieved TON after 16h our system shows higher activity than the recently reported Me₃Re(=O) grafted on dehydrated Zr-NU-1000 MOF, exhibiting TON of 182 after 20h. Additionally after the onset of the catalysis, the trans/cis 2-butene ratio is 0.70 for 3, notably lower than the silica-supported tungsten complex featuring the same local structure. This can be explained by the difference of electronic properties and steric hindrance between the silica and the MOF supports that impact on the relative stabilities of the tungstacyclobutanes. Moreover the selectivity for ethylene (C₂) and 2-butene (C₄) remain constant over time on stream with an equimolar amount for both C₂ and C₄ (Figure 8).

Previous experience with particularly supported tungsten system has shown that oxophilic elements, such as tungsten, are strongly attached to the surface. Therefore the deactivation of 3 might be due to a gradual decomposition of the metallasicyclobutane intermediate by β-H transfer and formation of isobutene, as observed for the supported tungsten imido system. In fact, we have also observed traces of isobutene at early time on stream but this component has indeed disappeared with time. Furthermore, our DFT calculations also suggest that once the active sites are formed they can easily give hydride species resulting in catalyst deactivation (Supporting Information Figure S27).

In order to further explain the activity of 3 we explored the kinetic of conversion of a liquid olefin, namely 1-octene (1-C₈). The catalytic conversion of 1-octene to 7-tetradecene (7-C₁₄) is performed at 80°C at a ratio W/1-octene of around 2000 in a batch reactor. The different products that are formed during 1-octene metathesis are monitored by GC and identified by GC/MS. The reaction proceeds by three distinguishable steps. Indeed we first observe an induction period of around 2 to 3h following by a fast formation of the primary metathesis product, 7-tetradecene, with a maximum selectivity after around 5h and finally a decrease of selectivity of 7-tetradecene formation with the subsequent increase of selectivity toward the isomerization products of 1-octene (2-C₈, 3-C₈ and 4-C₈) (Supporting Information Figure S23).

The induction period can be explained by the progressive formation of the carbene active site which is absent in the starting pre-catalyst (vide infra). When a sufficient amount of active sites have been formed the 1-C₈ metathesis to 7-C₁₄ rapidly occurs with a high selectivity toward this primary metathesis product. After around 5h, the selectivity for 7-C₁₄ begins to decline and simultaneously isomerization’s products takes over. The catalyst starts progressively deactivating, possibly by β-H transfer, resulting in a decrease in metathesis activity and a subsequent increase in isomerization reaction. It is likely that isomerization occurs via the hydride coming from this β-H transfer. The cross metathesis between 1-C₈ and these isomerization products occurs also in parallel but in a lesser extent (Supporting Information Figure S23). All the expected liquid products (Supporting information Figure S22) have thus been identified by GC/MS and quantified by GC.

The reactivity of 3 for 1-octene metathesis is compared to previously reported supported catalysts employed for the self-metathesis of 1-octene including several tungsten, molybdenum and ruthenium complexes immobilized on solid supports by SOMC strategy, grafting, adsorption and encapsulation techniques (see Supporting Information Table S4). A comparison of the catalysis data shows that, under the respective reaction conditions, the catalytic turnover obtained with 3 is generally higher than for the other reported systems. Moreover, the selectivity achieved at 5h is one the highest reported. Therefore, whereas the precursor 2 (the homogeneous W precursor is known to be inactive in olefin metathesis because of the fast bi-molecular recombination in homogeneous catalysis) and the support Zr-NU-1000 I are both inactive under the applied conditions, the data indicate that the grafted of 2 onto 1 generates a new surface complex 3 significantly active and with good selectivity for olefin metathesis.

The discussion will be mainly focused on the actual structure of the catalyst, its localization inside the MOF and the mechanism of olefin metathesis with the grafted W complex. For that purpose, we will mention all the data obtained on this single site-single atom catalysis.

**Actual structure of the pre-catalyst grafted W complex**

The experimental data indicate that the structure of our “pre-catalyst” is [(≡Zr-O-)W(=O)(CH₂Bu)₃]. This is a surprising result given the fact that the cluster model DFT calculations indicate that [(≡Zr-O-)W(=O)(CH₂Bu)₃] is higher in energy by 34.1 kcal/mol as compared to [(≡Zr-O-)W(=O)(CHF₂Bu)(CH₂Bu)] and
one would expect that a carbene would be the actual catalyst for olefin metathesis.

Since the starting material is $\text{W(}≡\text{C}^t\text{Bu)}\text{(CH}_2\text{Bu)}_3\text{)}$, its grafting on the $\text{Zr-OH}$ sites occurs by the addition of this $\text{Zr-OH}$ on the $\text{W(}≡\text{C}^t\text{Bu)}$ moiety, as suggested by the DFT calculations (Figure 6). One can see easily by FT-IR a strong decrease of the $\text{Zr-OH}$ band of the $\text{Zr-NU-1000 MOF}$ and the appearance of a $\text{W=O}$ band at 896 cm$^{-1}$, as well as the absence of any $\text{W(}≡\text{C}^t\text{Bu)}$ in the $^{13}$C solid state NMR (Figure 2a, Figure 4).

The grafting process occurs certainly by electrophilic cleavage of a $\text{W-Np}$ bond since one observes the liberation of one mole of NpH/ mole of grafted W. The fact that only one mole of NpH is produced rather than two moles is in favor of species $\text{W4A}$ and not $\text{W4B}$. If the surface species were $\text{W4B}$ one should observe the liberation of two moles of NpH which is not the case. These results are consistent with what have been previously reported for the reaction of the tungsten complex with water. Indeed Xue et al showed that $\text{W4A}$ undergoes readily hydrolysis with the formation of a stable dinuclear (Np,W=O)-O-(Np,W=O) complex without further neopentane release. Moreover Schrock et al had previously reported the reaction of the $\text{W(}≡\text{C}^t\text{Bu)}\text{(CH}_2\text{Bu)}_3\text{)}$ water and showed that water could transfer hydrogen to the $\text{W=O}$ resulting in a $\text{W=O}$ and a $\text{W-CH}_2\text{bond}$ leaving the oxidation state of W unchanged and giving very stable species similar to $\text{W4A}$.33

One can then wonder why this species $\text{W4A}$ is active in olefin metathesis, knowing that olefin metathesis requires, according to the Chauvin mechanism, the presence of a metallocarbene. The answer to this question is given by the experimental fact that once the olefin is introduced on $\text{W4A}$, one more mole of NpH is evolved. So as it has been observed in many cases, the coordination of propylene to $\text{W4A}$ creates the well-known “contraction” of the Np ligands and favors the $\alpha$-hydrogen transfer from one Np ligand to an adjacent one.40

We also observed that introducing $\text{EtAlCl}_2$ to $\text{W4A}$ liberates one mole of NpH and increases the metathesis rate quite significantly (not presented in this work).

Micro-analytical data obtained on 3 do not allow a clear cut between the two structures (Supporting information Table S2). However, the experimental data are strikingly in good agreement with the DFT calculated $^{13}$C displacement and FT-IR frequencies values of $\text{W4A}$ species (Supporting information Tables S5-S6).

**The localization of the W complex**

This localization was realized by electron microscopy and by periodic DFT calculations. From the HAADF-STEM images and the corresponding EDS elemental maps, it is clear that the $\text{W}$ is localized inside the MOF (Figure 3a). Additionally the high-resolution HAADF-STEM images of $\text{Zr-NU-1000-W}$ acquired along the [001] zone axis (b) and [100] zone axis (c) clearly show that the distribution of $\text{W}$ is well aligned along with the crystal lattice of $\text{Zr-NU-1000}$ by superimposing the map of $\text{W}$ on the HAADF-STEM image. This means that this geometry fits perfectly with the lattice structure of the MOF. The $\text{W}$ is not localized randomly inside the MOF but is more precisely localized on the lattice sites of $\text{Zr-NU-1000}$. The periodic DFT calculations carried out on the various grafting sites seem to indicate that the $\text{W}$ is preferentially located inside the small cavities between two layers, rather than inside the hexagonal cavities (Supporting information Figures S29 and S33).

**The mechanism of propene and 1-octene metathesis**

With this $\text{Zr-NU-1000-W}$ catalyst the mechanism is then straightforward as soon as we rationalize all our data as explained before. The precursor state of the catalyst would be $\text{W4A}$ which is transformed into $\text{W4B}$ by addition of the olefin, and elimination of NpH. $\text{W4B}$ is then the active form of the catalyst as reported by the Chauvin mechanism.

At this point one must mention that the catalytic activity in propylene and 1-octene metathesis is reasonable but not spectacular as could be expected from a well-defined single site catalyst inside a MOF structure. The reason for this low activity could be the localization of the active site, mainly in the small cavities of the MOF structure and the resulting low accessibility of the active sites by the olefin. If the complex were pointing toward the hexagonal channels, we would expect much higher activities.

**CONCLUSIONS**

We reported here, for the first time, the step by step anchoring of the $\text{(}≡\text{C}^t\text{Bu)}\text{(CH}_2\text{Bu)}_3\text{)}$ inside the pores of the mesoporous $\text{Zr-NU-1000 MOF}$ using Surface Organometallic Chemistry concept and methodology. The surface complex was fully characterized using advanced solid state NMR, FT-IR, elemental analysis, HAADF-STEM and the experimental results were integrated by DFT calculations. It was observed that the initial carbyne moiety was quantitatively transformed to a $\text{W=O}$ due to the specific surface structure of the $\text{Zr-NU-1000}$ cluster with the presence of strongly coordinated water molecules. Moreover the obtained [(Np=NpW=W(=O)CH2Bu3)] complex can be effectively activated in the presence of an olefin to give the active carbene species and showed a mild activity for olefin metathesis with good selectivity toward the primary metathesis products. The present work establishes a high control of the in situ synthesis of $\text{W=O}$ alkyls complex from their carbyne analogues inside MOF pores.

Noticeably, a precise study of the MOF surface structure offers great potential for the rising of new type of $\text{W=O}$ based olefin metathesis and open new doors for the establishment of a better model for the ill-defined heterogeneous catalyst currently used in industry, namely $\text{WO}_3\text{SiO}_2$. A comparison of the catalysis data with various type of W based catalysts, shows that, under similar reaction conditions, the catalytic turnover obtained with 3 is generally higher than for the other reported systems.
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